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CHILDHOOD LINKS (Liens d'enfance) - Method to maintain links between fostered
children and their families (2011-1-FR1-LEO05-24432)

Projektinformationen
Titel: CHILDHOOD LINKS (Liens d'enfance) - Method to maintain links between fostered children
and their families
Projektnummer: 2011-1-FR1-LEO05-24432
Jahr: 2011
Projekttyp: Innovationstransfer
Status: bewilligt
Land: FR-Frankreich
Marketing Text: Stockholm (2003) : The European Commission declares that fostered children must keep a
link with their families. Professional carers need thus methods and tools enabling them to
maintain an adjusted link. R. MICHIT (Fr) has developed an adequate method to enable the
pedagogical teams both to improve their educative strategies and to better adjust their
decision-making process in an objective and non-dogmatic way. This method helps the social
workers to keep the right distance to analyze and adapt their decisions and educative. The
intervention is individualized and tailor-made. In addition to this, it enables to provide a
complete and objective follow-up to the administrative and legal teams. The process is
strengthened thank s to a dedicated software TRIADES to draw the actual maps of the
relationships during complex educative situations and to assess the integration of the method.
CHILDHOOD LINKS aims to transfer the MICHIT method and training.
Zusammenfassung: Stockholm (2003) : The European Commission declares that fostered children must keep a
link with their families. Professional carers need thus methods and tools enabling them to
maintain an adjusted link. R. MICHIT (Fr) has developed an adequate method to enable the
pedagogical teams both to improve their educative strategies and to better adjust their
decision-making process in an objective and non-dogmatic way. This method helps the social
workers to keep the right distance to analyze and adapt their decisions and educative. The
intervention is individualized and tailor-made and an objective follow-up during part-time
hosting can be shared with the administrative and legal teams. The process is strengthened
by a dedicated software TRIADES enabling to draw the actual maps of the relationships
during complex educative situations and to assess the integration of the method. The project
consortium has been set up in each countries (FR, CZ, SP, IT) with hosting institutions for
fostered children, social workers and managers, training centers and universities. Partners will
adapt, test and assess the training contents about the MICHIT method. The present results in
terms of better motivation of professionals and concrete satisfaction of families enable the
consortium to valorize significant effectiveness of the method for the final beneficiaries:
children and their families.
Beschreibung: Targeted professionals (socials workers mainly) have been involved in each countries (FR,
CZ, SP, IT, SK) with hosting institutions for fostered children, educative teams (social workers
and managers), training centers and universities. The testing phase has been implemented
with social workers and educateurs, animators, psychologists, trainers and institutions dealing
with fostered children and families. Obvious results have been assessed relative to the
improvement of professionnal practices, better link with families, better personal and
professional development and supervision tool especially in complex educative situations.
They all confirmed that longer training and follow up were requested.
This is the guarantee of a deep change in the expertise and attitude of professionals in their
educative strategies and actions. Two specific common complex case-studies have been
selected in order to test the software dedicated to part-time hosting and to the link with
families.
Objectives are satisfied : to provide practical and theoretical means but also a better comfort
in their daily professional practices to the professionals and thus reduce the risk of burn-out.
The present results in terms of better motivation of professionals and concrete satisfaction of
families enable the consortium to valorize significant effectiveness of the method.
As a holistic approach between social, legal and administrative teams during part-time hosting
will provide useful results for the final beneficiaries (children and their families) the legal teams
have been involved and have confirmed the interest of the
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CHILDHOOD LINKS (Liens d'enfance) - Method to maintain links between fostered
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Projektinformationen
method and conclusions of the project during the final colloque help in Paris on the 20-092013.
Themen: *** Lebenslanges Lernen
** Berufsorientierung und -beratung
** Chancengleichheit
** Weiterbildung
* Fernlehre
Sektoren: *** Gesundheits- und Sozialwesen
Produkt Typen: Programme/Curricula
Fernlehre
Module
Unterlagen für offenen Unterricht
Evaluierungsmethoden
Produktinformation: The final deliverables have been translated into 5 languages (FR – EN – CZ – SP – IT):
- documentary resources including common terminology (lexique)
- training courses about the MICHIT method (Analyze of decision-making process into 4
steps) : face-to-face mode – dedicated software for self-assessment – case-studies,
exercises, demonstrations)
- a training guide addressing the trainers and describing the required process to teach the
method and also recommendations on topics and steps where carefulness is required
- evaluation grids for the assessment of expected competences during the 4 steps of the
method (during the face-to-face sessions and during the use of the software)
- requirements of use for the TRIADES software especially adapted to the mapping of
relationships during educative accompaniment of fostered children and their families during
part-time hosting (caste-studies and self-assessment exercises)
- the final methodology of the transfer process and specific recommendations about distance
training of trainers
Projektwebseite: No specific website. A common web page will be published on the websites of the partners at
the end of the testing phase. ve commune sera publiée sur les sites des partenairesn on the
partners websites
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Vertragnehmer
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

Clair Logis
PARIS
Ile De France
FR-Frankreich
Verband/nicht regierungsgebundene Organisation
http://www.clair-logis.org

Kontaktperson
Name:
Adresse:
Stadt:
Land:

Yves MASSON
5 Square Lamarck
PARIS
FR-Frankreich

Telefon:

+33 153418250

Fax:

+33 142548204

E-Mail:
Homepage:

yvesmasson@club-internet.fr
http://www.clair-logis.org
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Koordinator
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

Clair Logis
PARIS
Ile De France
FR-Frankreich
Verband/nicht regierungsgebundene Organisation
http://www.clair-logis.org

Kontaktperson
Name:
Adresse:
Stadt:
Land:

Yves MASSON
5 Square Lamarck
PARIS
FR-Frankreich

Telefon:

+33 153418250

Fax:

+33 142548204

E-Mail:
Homepage:

yvesmasson@club-internet.fr
http://www.clair-logis.org
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Partner
Partner 1
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

FTF Foro Tecnico de Formacion
Barcelona
Cataluna
ES-Spanien
Weiterbildungseinrichtung
http://www.forotf.com

Partner 2
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

CEFERH - Centre de recherche et de formation en ressources humaines
Grenoble
Rhône-Alpes
FR-Frankreich
KMU - Klein- und Mittelunternehmen (bis zu 250 Mitarbeiter)
http://www.labodecision.eu/

Partner 3
Name:

MAISON D'ENFANTS Soukromý dtský domov SOS 92,o.p.s.

Stadt:
Land/Region:

Korkyn
Stredni Morava

Land:

CZ-Tschechien

Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

Verband/nicht regierungsgebundene Organisation
http://www.ddkorkyne.cz

Partner 4
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

TRIADA - Poradenske centrum, o.s.
Brno (Southern Moravia)
Stredni Morava
CZ-Tschechien
Weiterbildungseinrichtung
http://www.triada-centrum.cz
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Partner
Partner 5
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

DII della Università Politecnica delle Marche
Ancona
Marche
IT-Italien
Universität/Fachhochschule/Akademie
http://www.diiga.univpm.it

Partner 6
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

UNIURB Università degli Studi di Urbino Carlo Bo
Urbino
Marche
IT-Italien
Universität/Fachhochschule/Akademie
http://www.uniurb.it

Partner 7
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

COO.S.S. Marche Onslus Soc. Coop. p.a.
ANCONA
Marche
IT-Italien
andere
http://www.cooss.marche.it

Partner 8
Name:
Stadt:
Land/Region:
Land:
Organisationstyp:
Homepage:

PERE TARRES FACULTE
Barcelona
Cataluna
ES-Spanien
Universität/Fachhochschule/Akademie
http://www.peretarres.org/wps/wcm/connect/peretarres_ca/peretarres/home
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Projektdateien
CHL - Competences guide - En.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/CHL%20-%20Competences%20guide%20-%20En.pdf

CHL - Final conference - extracts in EN.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/CHL%20-%20Final%20conference%20-%20extracts%20in%20EN.pdf

CHL - Final conference - FR and EN extracts.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/CHL%20-%20Final%20conference%20-%20FR%20and%20EN%20extracts.pdf

CHL - Final conference - Programme FR.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/CHL%20-%20Final%20conference%20-%20Programme%20FR.pdf

CHL - Final leaflet CZ.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/CHL%20-%20Final%20leaflet%20CZ.pdf

CHL - Final leaflet EN.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/CHL%20-%20Final%20leaflet%20EN.pdf

CHL - Final leaflet ES.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/CHL%20-%20Final%20leaflet%20ES.pdf

CHL - Final leaflet FR.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/CHL%20-%20Final%20leaflet%20FR.pdf

CHL - Final leaflet IT.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/CHL%20-%20Final%20leaflet%20IT.pdf

CHL - Grid for evaluation of Transfer - En.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/CHL%20-%20Grid%20for%20evaluation%20of%20Transfer%20-%20En.pdf

CHL - Guide for assessment of acquired skills - En.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/CHL%20-%20Guide%20for%20assessment%20of%20acquired%20skills%20-%20En.pdf
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Projektdateien
CHL - Leaflet 1 - EN.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/CHL%20-%20Leaflet%201%20-%20EN.pdf

CHL - Leaflet 1 - FR.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/CHL%20-%20Leaflet%201%20-%20FR.pdf

CHL - Leaflet 1 - It.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/CHL%20-%20Leaflet%201%20-%20It.pdf

CHL - Leaflet 1 - Sp.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/CHL%20-%20Leaflet%201%20-%20Sp.pdf

CHL - Qualitative and quantitative about the testing phase of the project.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/CHL%20%20Qualitative%20and%20quantitative%20about%20the%20testing%20phase%20of%20the%20project.pdf

Conférence finale childhood links.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/Conf%C3%A9rence%20finale%20childhood%20links.pdf

CZ - Vzdlávací akt - R. MICHIT 2008.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/CZ%20-%20Vzd%C4%9Bl%C3%A1vac%C3%AD%20akt%20-%20R.%20MICHIT%202008.pdf

EN - Educative act - R. MICHIT 2008.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/EN%20-%20Educative%20act%20-%20R.%20MICHIT%202008.pdf

FR - Acte éducatif - R. MICHIT 2008.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/FR%20-%20Acte%20%C3%A9ducatif%20-%20R.%20MICHIT%202008.pdf

Guide to implement the 4 steps method -septembre 2012- EN.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/Guide%20to%20implement%20the%204%20steps%20method%20-septembre%202012-%20EN.pdf

SP - El acto educativo - R. MICHIT 2008.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10156/prj/SP%20-%20El%20acto%20educativo%20-%20R.%20MICHIT%202008.pdf
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Produkte
1

Trainer's guide
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Produkt 'Trainer's guide'
Titel: Trainer's guide
Produkttyp: Lehrmaterial
Marketing Text: In order to implement the testing phase relative to the acquirement of CLAIR LOGIS method
based on Robert MICHIT method, a set of evaluation has been defined.
Beschreibung: Guide to implement the method (4 steps)
Grid for the assessment of the expected competencies
Guide for the evaluation of expected competencies
Competence guide
Zielgruppe: Trainees of the testing phase
Referent persons who has been trained by CLAIR LOGIS (transfer level 1), people trained by
referents (transfer level 2) and supervisors (Yves MASSON CLAIR LOGIS and Robert
MICHIT CEFERH)
Consortium
Resultat: Training kit
(this training kit will be translated into each partner language after the testing phase as final
version)
Anwendungsbereich: Social work
Homepage:
Produktsprachen: Englisch

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10156&prd=1
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Veranstaltungen
CHILDHOOD LINKS - Final colloque Paris 20-09-2013
Datum
Beschreibung

Zielgruppe

20.09.2013
The conference was focused on the maintaining of the link between fostered children and
families. Among the main lectures (see the CHL Final conference - FR and EN extracts):
- How to maintain the link
- Children rights in Europe
- Origin of the project
- Demonstration in situ of Robert MICHIT's method
- What is a transfer of innovation project
- eLearning benefits of CHL project
- Results per country
- Judges for children are speaking about the project
- Potential of the project
Social workers and educators
Local and regional bodies
Partners of the project and european judges for children (CZ, IT, SP and FR)
NGO and official defenders of the children rights
Institutions dealing with publics with difficulties and children homes

Öffentlich Geschlossene Veranstaltung
Kontaktinformation

CLAIR LOGIS (promoter) - Yves MASSON director yves.masson@club-internet.fr
Marie-Claude ESCULIER - mc.esculier@wanadoo.fr

Zeitpunkt und Ort Paris 20-09-2013
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